
Blue Light’s i2® Analyst’s 
Notebook Bundle
INCLUDES:

BLUE fusion
FOR IBM® i2® ANALYST’S NOTEBOOK

Blue Light LLC offers a unique configuration for IBM’s i2® Analyst’s 

Notebook software. The Blue Fusion workgroup solution includes IBM® 

i2® Analyst’s Notebook license/support, Blue Fusion for workgroup data 

sharing and Blue Light’s world class training. Blue Light’s Blue Fusion 

workgroup solution is being offered at a discounted rate until 12/30/18.
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BLUE FUSION™ FOR IBM® i2® ANALYST’S NOTEBOOK

l Latest version of the i2 Analyst’s 

Notebook software and 

documentation, plus 1 year 24/7 

support and maintenance.

l Blue Light’s unique Blue Fusion data 

sharing and data access solution for i2 

workgroups, helping users get up and 

running in hours.

l Blue Light Training, a $1,400 value for 

no additional cost, through 12/30/18. 

Client chooses between on-line 

or in-person, Instructor-led training, 

guaranteed to shorten the lead time 

required to get up to speed.

l Multi-year payment options at no 

additional cost for 2 or more Blue 

Light bundles, helps fit into tight 

agency budgets.

“Blue Fusion greatly reduces our 
time required for analysis, 

allowing us to solve more cases.”
-Leader Joint Law Enforcement Task Force

Blue Fusion™ for Analyst’s Notebook, available only from Blue Light, 

provides a rich network or cloud based data warehouse solution for Analyst’s 

Notebook workgroups who want the same capabilities for high speed data 

ingestion and data sharing as much larger agencies can afford. It automates 

administrative tasks such as user admin or backup. Blue Fusion™ can also 

connect directly to repositories such as SQL databases, and external sources 

like Lexis/Nexis or social media. Blue Fusion™ presents an economical and 

efficient tool to customers that want to feel the power of IBM’s i2 Analyst’s 

Notebook providing excellent support for workgroups.


